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I listen to others and can remember short instructions.

I start tasks promptly and complete them by following

instructions.

I make sure I ask for help straight away if I'm stuck.

I speak clearly to individuals and small groups I do not

know.

I work with full focus, care and attention to detail.

I complete my Revision and Review on time

I listen carefully to other and can tell someone else

what has been communicated.

I focus on my work, ignoring anything unrelated.

I ask questions to further my understanding.

I speak effectively by using appropriate language.

I work with care and attention to produce work that I am

proud of.

I ensure my Revision and Review is completed on time

and to a high standard.

I show that I am listening and understanding by

summarising or rephrasing what I have heard.

I work with full focus, care and attention to detail. To

further my understanding I ask questions of others

using the appropriate tone.

I speak engagingly by using facts and examples to

support my points

I produce high quality work, supported by information

from secondary sources.

I recognise that success in my GCSEs means I must

complete Revision and Review on time, with full focus,

care and attention to detail.

I listen carefully and critically; I compare different

perspectives, viewpoints or arguments.

I reflect on how I have been successful in the past and

use the experience to set myself goals likely to guide

me to more success.

I evaluate where I am. I build on strengths and try to

improve weaknesses.

I speak engagingly by using tone, expression and

gesture to keep the interest of listeners.

I produce high quality work, supported by information

from secondary sources.

I know that working at home is vital to success. I take

responsibility and self-direct my Revision and Review in

ways which help me to achieve my goals.


